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B. W. Rice, et al. MAGNETIC SHEAR DISCHARGES ON THE DHI-D TOKAMAK

ABSTRACT

Reliable operation of discharges with negative central magnetic shear has led to significant

increases in plasma performance and reactivity in both low confinement, L-mode, and high con-

finement, H-mode, regimes in the DIII-D tokamak [Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear

Fusion Research, 1986 (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1987), Vol. 1, p. 159].

Using neutral beam injection early in the initial current ramp, a large range of negative shear

discharges have been produced with durations lasting up to 3.2 s. The total non-inductive cur-

rent (beam plus bootstrap) ranges from 50% to 80% in these discharges. In the region of shear

reversal, significant peaking of the toroidal rotation \f§(0) ~ 30-60 kHz] and ion temperature

[Ti(0) ~ 15-22 keV] profiles are observed. In high power discharges with an L-mode edge,

peaked density profiles are also observed. Confinement enhancement factors up to H =

^E^ITER-89P ~ 2.5 with an L-mode edge, and H ~ 3.3 in an Edge Localized Mode (ELM)-free

H-mode, are obtained. Transport analysis shows both ion thermal diffusivity and particle dif-

fusivity to be near or below standard neoclassical values in the core. Large pressure peaking in

L-mode leads to high disruptivity with PN = $j/(VaB) < 2.3, while broader pressure profiles in

H-mode gives low disruptivity with PN ^ 4.2.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of a tokamak plasma with good magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability

properties while maintaining high confinement, high Px [ P T - (P^IIQ/BJ2 where (p) is the

volume averaged pressure and Bj is the toroidal field], and a large fraction of non-inductive

bootstrap current, is an essential step towards making the tokamak a more attractive energy

source.1'2 It has been proposed that a plasma discharge with negative central magnetic shear

(NCS) may meet these objectives [magnetic shear is defined as S = (2V/q)(dq/dV) where q is the

safety factor and V is the flux surface volume]. NCS discharges hold the promise of

simultaneously achieving improved stability to high-n ballooning modes due to second stability

access in the core and a bootstrap current density profile that is well aligned with the total

(hollow) current density profile 7(r). Numerical simulations3"5 indicate that this configuration

can be maintained in steady-state at high normalized beta [ P N = faKI/oBr), where / i s the plasma

current and a is the minor radius] and large bootstrap fraction with a small amount of additional

localized non-inductive current drive. Calculations also show that negative magnetic shear is

stabilizing for trapped particle drift-type micro-instabilities5"7 which are a leading candidate for

the anomalous transport observed in tokamaks. Thus, reduced transport is expected in the region

of shear reversal.

Long wavelength MHD stability to ideal kink and infernal modes, as well as various resistive

modes, is not guaranteed in the NCS configuration and must be evaluated carefully for given

pressure and q profiles. For example, in simulations3'4 it is found that at high PN, stability to

low-n kink modes requires stabilization from an external conducting shell under conditions of

continued plasma rotation. Stability to resistive double tearing modes, which arise with

nonmonotonic q profiles, may require stabilization through strong plasma flow shear. ̂

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257 1
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There is mounting experimental evidence that both stability and confinement properties are

improved in plasma discharges with NCS. Many early experiments reported peaking of the

central pressure,9"12 implying an internal transport barrier. In most of these cases, however, the

evidence for NCS was indirectly inferred due to the lack of detailed poloidal field measurements.

Improved stability in NCS has also been shown previously on Dffl-D13 where PT(O) = 44% and

$ T = 11% was achieved in a negative shear configuration.^ NCS discharges with strong density

and pressure peaking have also been reported recently on the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor,

TFTR.14

The recent development of inductive and non-inductive techniques to shape the q profile, and

accurate diagnostics to measure the q profile, has led to controlled experiments to study the

confinement and stability of NCS discharges with high-confinement (H-mode) and low-

confinement (L-mode) edge conditions in DIII-D. In these experiments, the inverted q profile is

established using neutral beam injection in the co-current direction early in the initial current

ramp.15 Although current profiles produced in this manner are transient (evolving toroidal

electric field), typical current diffusion times are -10 s, so the inverted q profile can generally be

maintained for the duration of the experiment (~4 s) on DIII-D. This is adequate for studying

the transport and stability properties of the NCS configuration.

Initial NCS experiments using early beam injection in DIII-D in ELM-free H-mode16

obtained confinement enhancement factors H= TE/XITER89P ~ 3.3 (XE is the energy confinement

time and TITER89P is the ITER L-mode scaling law17) and J3N ~ 4 . Significant peaking of the

central ion temperature [7/(0) ~ 15-20 keV] and toroidal rotation [/̂ (O) ~ 50 kHz] inside the

minimum q (qmin) radius was observed. In NCS discharges that maintain an L-mode edge,18

H = 2.5 and PN = 2.3 were reported, and peaking of Tuf§, and electron density ne was observed

inside the radius of qmin. At the time, these discharges produced the record deuterium (DD)

neutron rates Tn on DIII-D.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257
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The purpose of this paper is to provide an overview of the NCS experimental results on

DIII-D including recent experiments, to present results from transport and stability analysis, and

to propose a path for future research. The emphasis will be on comparing NCS results in L- and

H-mode, which have significantly different density, pressure, and beam deposition profiles, to

determine the advantages and disadvantages of each regime. The paper is organized as follows.

Section I describes the formation of a long pulse ELMing H-mode and high performance L - and

H-mode NCS discharges, illustrating the temporal evolution and profiles for typical discharges.

In Section II we discuss bootstrap current profiles and alignment. Transport analysis is

presented in Section III, and the stability of NCS discharges is discussed in Section IV. We

conclude with a summary of the achievements in NCS discharges and discuss plans for future

research. Further analysis of transport and stability of these discharges is presented in a

companion paper by L.L. Lao, et al.^

All discharges described in this paper were performed in a double-null configuration with

elongation ~2 and triangularity -0.7. The beam and neutral gas fueling is deuterium, and the

normal beam energy is 75 keV. The toroidal field is 2.1 Tesla unless indicated otherwise.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257
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II. PROFILE EVOLUTION IN NCS DISCHARGES

NCS discharges are produced on DHI-D using co-directional neutral beam injection early in

the initial current rampJ^ A low target density of 1-1.5 x lO1^ m~~3 gives high central electron

temperatures of Te{0) ~ 4 keV early in the current ramp. Characteristic core current diffusion

times are ~4 s with early beam injected power PNBI compared to 0.3 s without. Thus, early PNBI

effectively freezes in J(0) at a low value, forcing a hollow current density profile to develop as

the plasma current ramps up. Off-axis beam and bootstrap currents additionally reinforce the

inverted q profile.

Some degree of shot-to-shot control of q(r) is obtained by varying target density, early beam

power and timing. Using these techniques, q profiles with 2 < qo < 10, 1 < qmjn < 3, and 0.2 <

pQ . < 0.75 can be obtained (p is an effective radius defined as the square root of the toroidal

flux normalized to the value at the separatrix, and pq . is the radius of minimum q).

Programming an H-mode transition during the current ramp is especially effective at raising the

edge temperature and hence broadening the J(r) profile giving higher qmin, larger Pqmin, and

lower internal inductance, l\.

To sustain inverted q profiles produced in this manner for long pulses requires long L/R

times, low MHD activity, and a reasonably well-aligned bootstrap current profile. These criteria

are satisfied in the ELMing H-mode NCS discharge shown in Fig. 1, where negative central

shear is maintained for the duration of the beam heating phase. Here, 5 MW of beam power is

injected at 0.3 s into the initial current ramp, generating the early inverted q profile. A higher

power (13 MW) phase begins at 1.0 s, still during the current ramp. A short ELM-free period is

followed by an ELMing H-mode which lasts until the beam power is shut off at 3.2 s. Profiles
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of q are determined by EFIT20 with MSE measurements21'22 of the internal field pitch angle

profile. From the time history of q(0) and qmin shown in Fig. l(c) we see that the q profile is

inverted and, during the Ip flattop, evolving slowly. The MSE vertical field Bz measurements

and corresponding q profile are shown for a timeslice at 2.8 s just prior to the end of beam heat-

ing. The flattening of the poloidal field near the magnetic axis seen in the MSE data is character-

istic of the hollow current density profile. Typical error bars on qmin and q(0) are also shown.

20

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Time (s)

2.8 s

m -0.3

-0.5
1.4 1.8 2.2

R(m) p

FIG. 1. Time evolution of (a) Ip, PNBIQ>) q0, qmin, and (c) Da emission for discharge 83724,
illustrating that the NCS configuration (indicated by qo > qmin) produced by early beam injection
can be maintained for long pulses in an ELMing H-mode. The vertical field and q profiles at 2.8 s
determined from EFIT with MSE data are shown in (d) and (e) respectively.
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The key to the longevity of this NCS discharge is the avoidance of MHD. Once ELMing

begins, this discharge is otherwise free from MHD activity. The ELM-free period is relatively

short due to the high PNBI phase beginning during current ramp at 1.0 s, which is earlier than

usual NCS discharges where the high power phase might begin between 1.5-2.0 s. The short

ELM-free period prevents a large increase in stored energy and subsequent B collapse that often

follows. The calculated non-inductive beam and bootstrap current is approximately 50% of the

total in this discharge, and the surface loop voltage is 0.15 volts. We note that if the bootstrap

current was large and poorly aligned with the total current, then it would not be possible to

achieve these near steady-state conditions. The line-average density is high (~8 x lO1^ xa?) and

the ne(r) profile is relatively flat, characteristic of H-modes. The H-factor is ~2 during the later

phase of the discharge, typical of standard ELMing H-modes with monotonic q profiles.

Because of the high edge density in this discharge, over 50% of the beam power is deposited at

p > 0.5. Our experience to date indicates that enhanced core confinement in the NCS region is

not easily achieved unless heating power is more concentrated in the core.

Several key features of the high performance NCS regime are elucidated by comparing an

L-mode NCS discharge 84682 with an H-mode NCS discharge 87072. The temporal evolution

of these discharges is compared in Fig. 2. Both have a low target density of 1.3 x 10*9 m~3 ,

centrally peaked beam power deposition, and strong core plasma rotation. They begin with

PNBI= 5 MW at 0.3 s into the current ramp and remain in L-mode until the high power heating

phase begins at 1.4 s. Shortly after this time, 87072 is programmed to transition into an ELM-

free H-mode, while 84682 maintains an L-mode edge until 1.9 s. The early beam power of

5 MW exceeds the H-mode threshold for standard double-null diverted plasmas on DIII-D, so

avoiding H-mode in these discharges requires either displacing the plasma towards the upper

null (opposite the ion VB drift direction) or limiting the plasma on the inner wall.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257
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0
2.0

1.0

0.0
4

a) PNBI 87072
84682

L
_ b)W

0
8

I4
0
8

_ d)ne(p~0.3)

0

c)H

_ e)ne(p~0.8)

0.0 0.5 1.0
Time (s)

1.5 2.0

FIG. 2. Time evolution comparison of NCS L- and H-mode discharges 84682 and 87072:
(a) neutral beam power, (b) stored energy W, (c) confinement enhancement factor H, (d) electron
density near p ~ 0.3, (e) electron density near p ~ 0.8.

During the early phase t < 1.4 s, both discharges show a confinement enhancement factor of

H ~ 1, which is characteristic of the L-mode regime with monotonic q profiles. During the high

power phase, discharge 84682 shows an increase in H from 1 to 2.5 while still maintaining the

L-mode edge. This represents the largest confinement enhancement factor yet observed on

DIII-D with an L-mode edge. Peak normalized beta reaches PN = 2.2 at 1.9 s. Large peaking of

the 7/ and ne occurs shortly after the high power phase begins, resulting in a DD neutron rate of

Tn = 6 x 1015n/s. Peaking of the density can been seen from the rapid rise in the central channel
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[Fig. 2(d)] at 1.4 s, while the edge channel [Fig. 2(e)] remains low. The abrupt drops in density

are due to short MHD bursts which will be discussed later.

Discharge 87072 transitions into H-mode at t = 1.6 s as seen by the drop in Da [Fig. 2(b)]

and the rapid rate of rise of the edge density [Fig. 2(e)]. An //-factor of 3.0 and PN ~ 3.2 is

obtained during the ELM-free phase between 1.6 and 1.82 s. The //-factor drops to -2.3 when

ELMing begins. It is interesting to note that H is similar for the two discharges at 1.9 s, even

though the H-mode discharge has improved edge confinement and the L-mode discharge does

not.

A comparison of the fitted profiles of Te(p), Ti(p), ne(p) and toroidal rotation frequency

C0(j)(p) for these two discharges is shown in Fig. 3. Measurements of Te and ne over the range

0.3 < p < 1.0 are provided by Thomson scattering, while electron cyclotron emission and a CO2

interferometer give additional measurements in the core. A 32 channel charge exchange

recombination (CER) system23 gives T-u toroidal and poloidal rotation, and carbon impurity

density (used for Zeff) measurements. From these profiles the total pressure is calculated using

the ONETWO24 transport code, including the effects of neutral beam generated fast ions. The

pressure profile is then used, along with MSE and magnetic field measurements, as input to EFIT

to reconstruct the q(r) profile shown in Fig. 3. The profiles for the L-mode discharge 84682 are

taken at a time when the density peaking is building (1.6 s), while for 87072 we show a timeslice

approximately 100 ms after the L-H transition. Discharge 84682 shows a large peaking of 7*,- and

ne, with the radius of maximum V7/, and Vco<h localized close to 0amSn and the radius of

maximum Vne localized somewhat inside Pqmin- For 87072, the density profile is flatter, but 7/

again shows a rapid increase near p^ . similar to the L-mode edge case. The Te profiles show a

small increase in the NCS region for both discharges, but the effect is not as dramatic as the other

profiles. The strong peaking of 7/ with NCS is typical for L- and H-mode discharges, as long as

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257
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adequate central beam heating is maintained. The density peaking appears to be unique to the

L-mode regime, and only appears with PNBI ^ 8 MW.

All of the edge quantities are higher in the H-mode case, resulting in a significantly broader

pressure profile as shown in Fig. 3. We note that as these discharges continue to evolve, the

L-mode pressure profile becomes even more peaked due to continued density peaking (until a

Pressure
(105J/m3) .

0
0.0 0.4

FIG. 3. Comparison of the profiles of q, ne, aty, T,-, Te, and pressure for the L - and H-mode NCS
discharges shown in Fig. 2 at 1.6 s and 1.7 s, respectively.
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stability limit is reached), while the H-mode pressure profile becomes broader as the edge

density rises and the beam deposition broadens.

These results, plus earlier experimental results from DHI-Dl6,18 a n ( j TFTR,14 indicate that

NCS is necessary but not sufficient to achieve enhanced profile peaking and reduced transport in

the core. On TFTR, where the enhanced performance is seen primarily as a reduction in particle

and ion thermal diffusivity, there appears to be a very clear power threshold at about 18-25 MW.

On DIII-D, performance also increases with NBI power, however a clear and consistent power

threshold is difficult to identify. As discussed in Ref. 16, rapid peaking of the ion temperature is

often seen in NCS discharges with only 5 MW of early beam power. This transport barrier can

develop with no change in PNBI, indicating that the q(r) profile evolution is important. The

increase in T( is almost always seen with PNBI> 7 MW in both L- and H-mode, provided the

target density is reasonably low (few x 10*9 m~3). Peaking of the central density is only

observed in NCS L-mode discharges for P^BI > 8 MW, as seen in Fig. 2. The //-factor in

L-mode discharges, while rising slowly during the low power phase, takes a dramatic jump to

-2.5 when PNBI is increased. The current working hypothesis on DIII-D is that in addition to the

NCS q profile, ExB flow shear in the core plays an important role in stabilizing turbulence.19

NCS discharges have strong pressure and co^ peaking in regions of low poloidal field, which

leads to large E,/RBp shear in the core. The magnitude and radial extent of this shear would be

expected to increase with PNBI and may explain the observed power dependence.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257 11
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III. BOOTSTRAP CURRENT ALIGNMENT

A large bootstrap fraction that is well aligned with the total current is a primary objective of

the NCS scenario. Bootstrap current density profiles are calculated for the kinetic profiles shown

in Fig. 3 using the ONETWO24 transport code (Hirshman model2^). The results are as shown in

Fig. 4. The L-mode case has a approximately 75% non-inductive current (beam and bootstrap),

peaking at p ~ 0.28, while the H-mode case has 60% non-inductive current, peaking at p ~ 0.25.

The large bootstrap fraction in the L-mode case is rather remarkable considering that beta

poloidal 3 p ~ 0.8 is lower than the H-mode case where (3p ~ 1.2. But because the bootstrap

current scales as Jbs = yfilB \(dp/dr), we see that large dp/dr in a region of high q (low Bp) can

lead to very large bootstrap current densities.

As seen in Fig. 4(a), the calculated bootstrap current for 84682 is peaked at p ~ 0.28, and is

causing a second peak to develop in the measured total current. Earlier in time, before the

development of the Jf,s peak, the measured ( A | peaked at p = 0.5 and dropped smoothly toward

the magnetic axis. The existence of the Jbs peak has also been confirmed by observation of a

large depression in the local parallel electric field determined by the time rate of change of MSE

Bvert measurements. 18 If left in this state for a time comparable to the current diffusion time, the

large Jbs peak would lead to a decrease in qmin and pq . .

This leads to an important conclusion regarding bootstrap current alignment. The central

deposition of PNBI combined with the enhanced core confinement created by the NCS q profile,

results in a strongly peaked pressure profile with maximum V/? and Vne occurring near or inside

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257 13
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CM

1

2.0

1.0

0.0

• • • • i • •

:

" / \ Calc.

: / \ ( J b s >

• / / \

*

(a) L-mode NCS •

Ibs/Itot = 50% :

* \ Measured

\

2.0

Cvl

I
1.0

(b) H-mode NCS

Ibs/Itot = 3 3 %

0.0 0.4 0.8

FIG. 4. Comparison of the measured total current density (solid) and calculated ONETWO
bootstrap current density (dashed) profiles for the (a) L-mode and (b) H-mode timeslices shown in
Fig. 3. The L-mode discharge has 75% total non-inductive current and the H-mode discharge has
60% non-inductive current at these times.

Pq . . While a peaked pressure profile is advantageous for achieving high reactivity, and high

bootstrap fractions, it does not give a well-aligned bootstrap current (with large Pqmir) that can

be maintained in steady-state. A broader pressure profile is more desirable in this respect.

14 GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257
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Even though the pressure profile is broader for 87072, Jt>s is still peaked at too small a radius

as seen in Fig. 4(b). However, the magnitude of peak Jbs is closer to the target current density,

so the target profile can be maintained for longer durations. An ELMing H-mode, such as

discharge 83724 shown earlier in Fig. 1, has an even broader pressure profile, and somewhat

better bootstrap current alignment (with INI^TOT ~ 50%) as evidenced by the slowly evolving

NCS profile. Note that in all these discharges, increased pressure gradient and bootstrap current

is required in the region 0.4 < p < 0.7. If further control over the pressure profile can be

achieved through control of the q(r) and E x B shear profiles, a more optimized alignment may

be obtained.

GENERAL ATOMICS REPORT GA-A22257 15
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IV. TRANSPORT ANALYSIS

Transport analysis has been performed using ONETWO for several L-mode discharges that

show peaking in both 7/ and ne. We note that the NCS discharges push the validity limit of the

standard transport models used in ONETWO in many ways: 1) the core plasma velocity can

reach a large fraction of the thermal velocity, which dramatically affects the fast ion slowing

down time; 2) low plasma density results in large fast ion populations and charge-exchange

power loss; 3) because q is large (low Bpoi) and V71,- is large in the core, the T,- gradient scale

length L. = Ti/^dT/dr) becomes comparable to the ion poloidal gyroradius (banana width) E1^2

pie. Thus standard neoclassical expressions should be modified in the plasma core. Although

the importance of these effects is being evaluated, the transport analysis presented here uses the

standard neoclassical models.26

Analysis of reduced transport in the region of NCS is most easily demonstrated in discharges

which develop a transport barrier with no change in beam power. An example of such a

discharge is shown in Fig. 5(a). Here a rapid rise in 7Xp = 0.3) is observed at 1.05 s with

constant PNBI = 5 MW. The current ramp for this discharge is complete at 1 s, with Ip= 1.6 MA

and 5 T = 1.6 T.

The change in thermal diffusivities %i and %e across this transition is shown in Fig. 5(b,c).

Empirical thermal diffusivities are calculated from qej = nejXe,idTe,/dr> where qej is the radial

energy flux due to conduction for each species and r is the square root of toroidal flux

(unnormalized). Classical electron-ion energy exchange is assumed and only diagonal transport

coefficients are considered. In Fig. 5(b), central 5Cj drops by a factor of 10 after the transition to
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FIG. 5. (a) Time evolution of 71,- at three radial locations for L-mode NCS discharge 84736,
showing an improvement in confinement at 1.05 s; (b) ion thermal diffusivity and (c) electron
thermal diffusivity before the transition at 1.0 s (dashed) and after the transition at 1.1 s (solid).
Neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity is also shown in (b) for comparison.

below standard neoclassical values. Xe also shows a drop of -50%, but the drop is probably

within statistical uncertainties; also, there may be a systematic uncertainty in calculating the

electron-ion energy exchange. Recent results with direct electron heating using fast wave current

drive also indicate about a 50% drop in Xe with less uncertainty. We note that transport analysis
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of higher power discharges, such as those shown in Fig. 2, indicate a much larger drop in Xu

often going negative. Because of the uncertainties in the models mentioned above, we are

continuing analysis of this result.

Particle diffusion has been analyzed for the L-mode discharge with density peaking shown

earlier in Fig. 2. During the density peaking phase, the beam fueling source rate is essentially

equal to dne/dt as shown in Fig. 6(a). The error bars in particle source rate were determined by

varying the edge fueling rate. The source rate in the core region of interest is unaffected by edge

fueling assumptions and is dominated by beam fueling. The uncertainty in the core dne/dt

(shaded region) is due to the lack of Thomson scattering data inside p~ 0.25. The best fit to

Thomson and CO2 interferometer data is shown, along with a lower limit assuming ne is flat in

the region 0 < p < 0.25.

In Fig. 6(b), the electron particle diffusivity De is calculated for an early time with no ne

peaking, and a later time with ne peaking. Neoclassical diffusivity is shown for comparison.

The experimental particle diffusivity is calculated from

Us - dne/dt)Hrdre Hr(dn /dp)
e 0

where S is the electron source and H is a geometric factor. As expected from the particle balance

in Fig. 6(a), the particle diffusivity drops to near zero during the density peaking phase. Even the

curve labeled upper limit (flat density inside p ~ 0.25) shows particle diffusivity below neoclas-

sical.

The reduction in core transport in NCS discharges is additionally supported by far-infrared

scattering measurements which indicate a substantial drop in core fluctuations with NCS. We

have two working hypotheses to explain the improved confinement.^ First is stabilization of
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electrostatic toroidal drift modes by NCS7 Second is increased shear in E/RBp, which is

observed in these discharges, and has previously been demonstrated to play a role in the

improved confinement observed in VH-mode on DIII-D.27
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FIG. 6. (a) Source rate and dtif/dt for L-mode NCS discharge 84682 at 1.6 s; (b) experimental
particle diffusivity De before density peaking at 1.39 s and after density peaking at 1.6 s, and
neoclassical De (dashed). The shaded regions indicate the range of uncertainty due to the lack of
Thomson scattering measurements inside p < 0.25.
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V. STABILITY

To take full advantage of the NCS configuration, MHD stability must be demonstrated for

both ideal ballooning, low-n ideal kink modes, and low-n resistive modes at high J3. One key

advantage of the NCS configuration is that the plasma is ideally stable to high-n ballooning

modes in the region of shear reversal. Ballooning stability has been evaluated using CAMTNO28

for typical L- and H-mode NCS discharges. In Fig. 7 we plot dp/dp vs. p for each discharge

along with the calculated region of instability to ideal ballooning. Both discharges have

complete second stability access inside p ~ 0.8. When stability is evaluated for these discharges

with a forced monotonic q profile equilibria, they are found to be ballooning unstable. In the

L-mode case, this pressure gradient corresponds to a peaked normalized pressure gradient of

a = /HQ-^VI(27t2RQ)pXy/)V'(y/)I(2x2)~ 7.5, which is the highest value yet observed on

DIII-D, and is far beyond the first stability limit. Because of the low pressure gradient at the

edge, the L-mode discharge is well below the region of ballooning instability at the edge. In the

H-mode case, the pressure gradient for two times is shown, one early in the ELM-free H-mode

period (solid), and one near the termination of the ELM-free period (dashed). The value of dp/dp

in the core is lower than the L-mode case due to the broader pressure profile, but still exceeds

the stability limit that would have existed with a monotonic q profile. Note that the edge value of

dp/dp rises close to the stability limit near the end of the ELM-free period.

The termination of the high performance NCS phase of these discharges is distinctly different

in L-mode versus H-mode. L-mode NCS discharges are characterized by large pressure

peaking p(0)/(p) ~ 5 and almost always terminate at p*N < 2.3 in a complete disruption triggered

by a rapidly growing m/n = 3/1 or m/n = 2/1 modes localized in the plasma core. Typical growth
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FIG. 7. Ballooning stability analysis for (a) L-mode and (b) H-mode NCS profiles. In (b),
the solid curve is early in the ELM-free period and the dashed curve is near the end of the
ELM-free period.

rates are y~l = 0.1-G.4 ms, and the mode rotation frequency measured by Mirnov probes matches

the core plasma fluid rotation as measured by CER. Analysis of soft x-ray emission and MSE

perturbations indicates the mode is localized near the inside q = 3 surface where the magnetic

shear is negative.

The H-mode discharges do not suffer disruptions. Usually the neutron rate and (3N suffer a

slow saturation or roll over due to the development of low-n edge kink/ballooning type MHD, or
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in some cases Alfven eigenmodes. These instabilities do not appear to be a consequence of the

negative shear, since they are also observed in VH-mode discharges with monotonic q profiles.

The difference in disruptivity between L- and H-mode discharges is dramatically illustrated

in the Fig. 8 scatter plot, where we plot a density peaking parameter ne(p ~ 0.3)/rae(p ~ 0.8) vs.

neutron rate Tn, at the time of maximum Tn. The x symbols represent discharges with a hard

disruption, while the circle symbols denote a soft beta collapse. Most discharges with an ne

peaking factor less than 2 are in H-mode and those greater than 2 are in L-mode. Clearly, the

L-mode discharges with large density peaking are highly disruptive. Although pressure peaking

is the key parameter here, we chose to plot density peaking because it is the primary difference

between L- and H-mode discharge, and is responsible for the difference in pressure peaking.

The few non-disrupting discharges with large density peaking avoided disruption by making a

transition to H-mode shortly after the timeslice plotted and evolving to a broader density profile.

One candidate for the cause of the L-mode disruptions is infernal modes triggered when qmin

crosses rational values. But we have a large database of discharges which indicate that the

disruptions occur at various values of qmin between 1.5 and 3.0. Furthermore, calculations

performed with the ideal MHD stability code GATO,2^ indicate that the L-mode discharges are

ideally stable. Equilibria for stability calculations are reconstructed using the measured pressure

profile, internal field pitch profile (MSE), and external magnetics.
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FIG. 8. Density peaking vs. neutron rate for many NCS discharges with complete disruptions (x)
and with no disruptions (circle). L-mode NCS discharges generally have peaking factors >2,
while H-mode NCS discharges have peaking factors <2.

Stability calculations with the linear resistive code MARS30 indicate these discharges are

unstable to localized pressure-driven resistive interchange modes,31 which are localized to the

inner low-order rational q surfaces. The predicted mode number (usually 3/1) and location (inner

q=3) agree with experimental observations. These modes are defined as resistive interchange in

the sense that the parameter DR (see Eq. 115 in Ref. 31) is positive. Note that for resistive

modes, shear stabilization is no longer applicable since resistivity allows field line reconnection.

A more global double tearing mode is also found to be marginally unstable, but can be stabilized

by sheared toroidal rotation8 and a resistive wall. The local resistive mode is not stabilized by

toroidal rotation and is not sensitive to fine details of the q profile. According to MARS

calculations, the local mode becomes unstable at 3 N ~ 2, independent of qmin, as qmin is varied

from 1.1 < qmin < 2.7. However, the mode is found both experimentally and in simulations to be

sensitive to the local pressure gradient in the NCS region.
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The disruption of L-mode NCS discharges is believed to be a consequence of this resistive

interchange. The strong dependence of PN on pressure peaking and the weak dependence on

Qmin are consistent with experimental evidence. The growth of the local interchange mode, while

not directly responsible for a disruption, can couple to the more global double tearing mode, or to

a nearby ideal mode, which is calculated to be unstable when pressure is increased 20% above

the experimental value. The local mode is also observed to reduce the rotational shear, which

tends to destabilize the double tearing mode. The local interchange may also destabilize global

modes by local profile modification.

One piece of experimental evidence which strongly supports the resistive mode hypothesis

comes from analysis of MHD bursts which often precede the L-mode disruptions. These bursts

are observed in most NCS L-mode discharges with peaked pressure. The precursor mode num-

bers m/n = 3/1,2/1 and growth rates are similar to that of the mode that grows just prior to the

disruption. The precursor mode clearly rotates with the rotation of the core plasma, an indication

that it is localized in the core. Analysis of soft x-ray emission also indicates the mode is local-

ized inside of Pqmi • From the time history of the MSE pitch angle signals, we note a sawtooth-

like step in the poloidal field that is correlated with the MHD burst as shown in Fig. 9. An

inversion radius for the perturbation occurs between channels at R=1.93 m and R=\.9S m, which

lie on either side of the inner q = 3 surface at this time. Thus, the mode appears to be localized

to the inside q = 3 surface where the negative magnetic shear and pressure gradient are strong.

With this new understanding of the L-mode disruptions, additional experiments were

performed to improve plasma performance by programming an H-mode transition to occur

before the pressure peaking reaches a critical level. The H-mode transition broadens the

pressure profile allowing the discharge to achieve higher PN- This technique was successful and

resulted in DIII-D's highest reactivity discharges with Tn = 1.2 x lO1^ n/s.
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FIG. 9. Time history of MSE signals during MHD activity in an NCS L-mode
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q = 3 surface where shear is negative.
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VII. DISCUSSION

The NCS configuration is a promising regime for improved performance of tokamaks.

Robust and reliable formation of the NCS profile has been demonstrated using early beam

injection in DIII-D discharges. DIII-D record values of many important parameters have been

obtained in NCS discharges, and are summarized in Table 1. The peak ion temperature of 22.5

keV is just slightly above that previously high obtained in a hot-ion VH-mode, but with NCS the

ion temperature remains high over a broader region of the core inside of p < 0.3. This gives

higher plasma reactivity in NCS discharges, with both L-mode and H-mode edge conditions,

and has led to a 70% increase in DD reactivity over the previous highest value obtained in hot-

ion VH-mode — a clear indication of the increased performance potential.

TABLE 1. Record DIII-D parameters obtained in NCS discharges.

DD neutron rate Tn 1.2 x 1015 n/s

Ti(0) 22.5 keV

Toroidal plasma rotation freqency fo 60 kHz (v<j> = 650 km/s)

Te(0) with FWCD 8 keV

Pressure peaking p(0)/(p> 5.0

H factor with L-mode edge 2.5

Normalized pressure gradient a 7.5

The increased performance in the NCS regime is a consequence of the formation of a

transport barrier in the region of shear reversal. With sufficient heating power there is a clear

increase in central Tu with a corresponding drop in X; to near or below standard neoclassical

levels. Direct electron heating with FWCD shows a similar increase in central Te and a
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corresponding drop in Xe by 50%. In discharges with an L-mode edge, clear density peaking is

observed, giving a particle diffusivity near or below neoclassical values.

The peaked pressure profiles that result in NCS discharges with an L-mode edge give high

reactivity and high bootstrap current (-50%), but have serious limitations. First, Jbs is peaked at

a location inside Pqmin and is significantly larger than the target current density. In a longer

pulse, this would lead to a decrease in qmin and Pqmin, and an eventual collapse of the NCS

profile.

Low P limits constitute the second limitation of the strongly peaked pressure profiles.

Experimentally, {3N ^ 2.3 is observed with strong pressure peaking of P(0)/(p) ~ 5. This limit is

independent of the details of the q profile, and is consistent with the resistive interchange mode,

which is driven by the pressure peaking. The reduced stability limit and the unfavorable

bootstrap current alignment will make developing high performance steady-state scenarios with

peaked pressure profiles extremely challenging.

The H-mode NCS configuration provides some improvement. The highest DD reactivity of

1.2 x 10*6 n/s and NCS normalized beta (3N ~ 4.2 have been obtained in this regime. The peak

in Jbs is still localized to a radius inside of Pqmin, but is sufficiently close to the target not to

cause a rapid collapse. The steep edge pressure gradient and resultant bootstrap current are

destabilizing to the edge kink which leads to a more gentle p-collapse. Active means to control

this steep gradient are under investigation at DIII-D.

Improved control of the pressure profile is the next step toward developing steady-state high-

performance NCS scenarios. Increased pressure gradient in the region of 0.5 < p < 0.8 is

required for improved bootstrap alignment. Different heating, momentum and particle sources

may contribute to improved control. Also, we propose that the pressure gradient can be moved

out by increasing the radius of qmin using noninductive current drive sources.
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The negative central magnetic shear regime has led to a substantial increase in plasma

performance on DIII-D in a short time with limited experimental effort. We believe this regime

holds great promise for steady-state high-performance tokamaks.
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